Case Study – Barrow ParkPlay
#MeetMovePlay

Background
The current coronavirus pandemic is having a profound impact on our communities, not only on
people’s health, but also on how they learn, work and live. Many adults and children are now leading
more sedentary lifestyles due to online working, and the closure & restrictions of many local social
clubs and activities.
There was no better time to launch a positive, free weekly physical activity project right in the heart
of Barrow.

Overall Aim
To encourage and help local families and residents get active in a fun, non-judgemental
welcoming environment.

The Product
ParkPlay is a charity supported by Sport England with a mission to give everyone the opportunity to
experience the life-changing power of play.

ParkPlay’s vision is to successfully launch and establish ParkPlay across the UK and to be in 450 parks
by 2026. ParkPlay’s uses play to deliver positive experiences that encourage more people to be
active, positively improve perceptions of physical activity and act as stepping-stone to enhanced
wellbeing.
ParkPlay is a simple idea – it’s an event with fun and games every Saturday morning in Parks around
the UK.
Everyone is welcome!

Working with partners
Cumbria County Council, Active Cumbria, local Headteachers, Barrow ICC, Barrow Borough
Council, Local Leisure Centre, the local professional sports clubs were brought to work as a
partnership to establish a ParkPlay in Barrow.

Chosen location
Permission was given to use Barrow Park, which is situated in one of the borough’s most deprived
wards and is central to the town with café amenities and toilets. All risk assessments and
documentation were worked through with the borough council, who also provided support with a
park ranger every Saturday and a permanent storage area for all play equipment.

Funding
Funding was awarded by Barrow Local Committee to employ a Playleader who will deliver the
session every Saturday in Barrow Park and will also run the social media channels and manage
volunteers.
ParkPlay provides all training, resources and support to the leader, ensuring the team in Barrow are
fully supported and guided.
Chair of Barrow Local Committee, Cllr Kevin Hamilton said, ‘What better way to become active
and have fun, then with ParkPlay every Saturday morning offering a full range of fun activities for any
age group, young or old. All welcome.'

Appointment of the PlayLeader
It was agreed at the start, that the essential criteria for the PlayLeader wasn’t coaching or sports
qualifications but an understanding of inclusiveness, excellent communication and a bright and
positive outlook.
As luck would have it, we ended up with all those qualities plus the individual also being a qualified
dance and fitness instructor & paediatric nurse. Laura Leigh was appointed following several Zoom
interviews and a day at a local school where she took a games session with the students.

Return on Investment
There has been an unprecedented positive response from residents, over the first three weeks
despite school bubbles bursting and also rain on the Saturday, attendance figures were.
Week 1 – 60 people (adults and children) came to the first event
Week 2 – 64 people
Week 3 – 56 people (heavy rain)

196 people have registered for Barrow ParkPlay in total (highest of all Park Plays in the UK), of
whom only 42% have come so far.
There are currently 471 members on the Barrow ParkPlay Facebook group.
Alongside ParkPlay, the café in Barrow Park has seen most of the families all get together there for a
brew and chat after the session, which has provided the business with much needed income.
Here is a map of where attendees are coming from, excluding a couple of outliers from Askam-inFurness.
What great about this map is that it shows most attendees are coming from Central Ward (the
nearest and most deprived) & Ormsgill (the second most deprived, but a good distance required to
travel to the venue.
Both the primary schools in these areas are part of our partnership, which demonstrates the
importance of involving schools in the planning stage.

Target Groups & Engagement
Our target group is everyone, but essentially families from our deprived
wards, are who we are tailoring much of the marketing and
communication around.
The sessions are being strongly promoted thorough local schools
and key organisations.

Delivery Model & Content
The PlayLeader plans the activities for each week and volunteers arrive at 9.15am to go through the
games, with each volunteer having a key role.
The games are all inclusive, fun and many times include a story telling model e.g.: Dragons guarding
the jewels, then there are also the more traditional games such as rounds, quick cricket etc.
Everyone takes part in a warm-up and is fully supported by the volunteers throughout the session
with encouragement & demonstrations.

Volunteering Opportunities
The roles of the volunteers are essential for ParkPlay's success.
This supports parkrun’s long-held belief that volunteering improves health and wellbeing equally as
much as being a participant.
There are number of roles available each week from registering people on arrival to leading in the
activities.
Barrow ParkPlay is going to create a rota, very similar to the local parkrun model that way people
can commit to a week up to a month in advance, allowing for great commitment from volunteers
plus everyone will then have access to the rota, so it avoids any mis-understandings and sort-handed
sessions.

Different Themes
To add to the sessions, we have decided to have themed events, this is just another way to increase
the comms and attract more people.
Saturday 3rd July – Football themed
Saturday 19th July – Street Tag in the Park
We also have scope to invite local clubs and activity providers down to future sessions so they can
showcase their club and support the scheme.

Future Plans
We would now like to identify future potential Parkplay sites in the borough, without taking people
away from the Barrow Park prime site.
Looking at the borough’s wards, where transport and other barriers stop people from getting to the
Park and health inequalities are partially high.

Feedback
Feedback has been superb – see below for a limited sample so far but vast majority of families
scoring the sessions 5/5 and saying they will recommend to their friends and family.
‘It was fantastic, lots of fun had by all, we’ll be back next week.’
'Great morning, thanks to everyone who makes it happen. The kids loved it' - Nicola Johnson
‘We had a brilliant time, thank you so much.’

More details
You can find out more about ParkPlay in Barrow at the ParkPlay website https://park-play.com
Barrow ParkPlay Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/groups/6037998612884883
Cando FM Interview with ParkPlay CEO Rick Jenner - https://youtu.be/oaUGIKHsYf8
Recent Interview LIVE from Barrow ParkPlay
https://www.facebook.com/CandoRadio/videos/3931177057007647
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